THEY SAID IT

“The Council on American Islamic Relations has claimed that the term ‘Islamic fundamentalist’ is itself racist and that writing about Islamic terrorism leads to ‘hate crimes.’ The council has defended Hamas chieftain Musa Marzuk, defended the Sudanese Islamic government and characterized the trial of Sheik Omar Abdul Rahman, convicted for his role in the World Trade Center bombing conspiracy, in its annual roundup of ‘hate crimes’ and acts of ‘bias’ against Muslims. CAIR officials have been invited to White House receptions hosted by Hillary Clinton, the most recent being in January to mark the end of Ramadan. Several months later CAIR co-sponsored a rally at Brooklyn College in New York, where a visiting Egyptian cleric led the audience in a song, ‘No to the Jews, Descendants of Apes.’”


THE OTHER WAR ON TERROR. I have no polling data to support this claim, but I feel quite sure that when most Americans think about the domestic side of the “war on terror” they see it as a grand contest between federal, state and local law enforcement officials and a host of young Arab men furtively plotting to commit acts of violence against innocent U.S. citizens, while pretending to be average, peace loving Americans.

This belief is reinforced by a President who routinely speaks of “hunting down” terrorists, and by the occasional dramatic arrest in some U.S. city of a group of young Arab men, who, we are told, have trained in al Quada terrorist camps in Afghanistan or the Philippines.

And while this kind of police activity may well be the most important element of the immediate domestic war on terror, I believe that when this conflict is over, historians will conclude that victory was achieved not solely by the law enforcement community’s face off with actual terrorists, but also by the efforts of a small group of brave journalists and academics, who unselfishly set aside other preferred pursuits and placed their careers, their peace of mind, and
often their lives and the safety of family members on the line in order to alert and educate Americans to the nature of the threat that faces them.

I have been fortunate for the past decade to number among my friends two of the most prominent of these American heroes, Steve Emerson and Daniel Pipes. These two men were not just among the first to call attention to the serious threat facing Americans from Islamic terrorism, but were also among the first to devote themselves to the important task of educating the public, as well as government officials, about the quasi-religious motives that drive these errant Muslims to terrorism and the nature of the large, sophisticated infrastructure that makes it possible for these terrorists to operate in the midst of the very people that they plan to kill.

The enemy combatants in this, what I call the “other war on terror,” are not scruffy, religious fanatics diligently planning specific acts of murder and mayhem, and spurred on by the promise of umpteen virgins in the afterlife.

They are, for the most part, educated, well spoken individuals who are invariably associated with one or more of a number of well financed, politically powerful, dual-purpose organizations that represent the legitimate interests of American Muslims and Christian Arabs living in the United States, but which concentrate a substantial portion of their activities on promoting militant Islamic teachings throughout the U.S. Muslim community; hindering efforts of law makers and law enforcement agencies to develop and implement policies that will help them find and prosecute terrorists; and attempting to intimidate advocates of stronger actions to protect America against terrorism.

The two largest and most prominent of these groups are the American Muslim Council (AMC) and the Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR). Others include the Islamic Society of North America, North American Islamic Trust, Islamic Circle of North America, Muslim Student Association, Muslin Public Affairs Council, Arab-American Institute, International Institute for Islamic Thought, United Association for Studies and Research, Muslim Arab Youth Association, American Muslim Society, and American Muslim Alliance. (Each, by the way, has a website, if you are interested.)

In the fight against their civilian critics, the favorite weapons of these combatants include character assassination, via the use of spurious charges of racism, insensitivity to minorities, and violations of academic and journalistic ethics. They also employ covert threats of violence, as well as the promiscuous use of slander and, to borrow a term from Nazism, “the big lie.”

In all of their activities aimed at undermining America’s free and democratic system of government, they employ the fundamental tenets of this system to protect themselves from prosecution, among which are the nation’s civil rights laws; its free and open judicial and political systems; its freedoms of speech, association, and religion; and its tradition of welcoming minorities into its society. They are also highly skilled in the use of the crown jewel of modern day liberalism’s distorted ideology, political correctness.

Now I am not saying here that all of these individuals and organizations are overtly and consciously part of an organized effort to commit terrorist acts within the United States.
In fact, some probably viewed September 11, 2001 as harmful in the near term to their various and sundry goals, the most important of which is the establishment of a radicalized, politically and financially powerful Islamic vanguard in every state in the union, which can be called upon to produce financing for terrorist activities throughout the world, and eventually to provide a base from which militant Islam can launch a broad, multi-faceted assault on the economic, social, and political foundations of America.

If this latter goal sounds farfetched, one need only refer to the words of the CAIR’s board chairman, Omar Ahmad, who announced in 1998 that “Islam isn’t in America to be equal to any other faith, but to become dominant. The Koran, the Muslim book of scripture should be the higher authority in America, and Islam the only accepted religion on Earth.”

In any case, there can be little question that the sum total of the efforts of these individuals and organizations has been to make it easier for terrorists to operate within U.S. borders. Indeed, prior to September 11, most of these groups had direct financial and personal relations with one or more of such terrorist groups as Hamas, Hezbollah, Islamic Jihad, and even al Qaeda. Many also routinely helped known terrorists and individuals with direct ties to terrorist organizations to obtain both legal and illegal visas into the United States so that they could be featured speakers at their conventions and go on hate-filled lecture tours of mosques throughout the nation.

Since September 11, 2001, a large number of members and associates of these groups have been incarcerated or deported, and numerous affiliated “charities” have been closed down when it was revealed that they were not charities at all but fundraising arms for terrorist organizations.

But their work goes on, mostly outside the view of the average American. Occasionally, however, one or more of these groups will take on a high profile cause, which provides a rare public look into the surprising political power they still wield and a partial list of their key political allies.

Such is that case of the recent well publicized attempt by several of these groups, led by CAIR, to block the appointment by President Bush of the aforementioned Daniel Pipes to a spot on the board of directors U.S. Institute of Peace.

CAIR is a militant organization with close historic ties to the terrorist group Hamas. It was founded in 1994 by Nihad Awad, who was at the time, among other things, the editor of the Islamic Association for Palestine’s (IAP) Muslim World Monitor, a bi-weekly Hamas propaganda publication that championed Hamas terrorism and promoted crude anti-Semitism and anti-western conspiracies.

In its early days, CAIR’s board of directors was made up entirely of major Hamas leaders, and it openly praised Hamas and other Islamic militant groups, such as the Sudanese National Islamic Front and the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood. Its most prominent spokesman is a man named Ibrahim Hooper, who is widely known in the counter-terrorism community as a fierce ideological proponent of Islamic militancy.

Like anyone who has followed this “other war on terror,” I have a large clip file on CAIR. One item in this file serves two purposes. It provides some background on the organization and
explains why it fears and detests Pipes. This item is a statement released by Pipes in September 1999 (two years before the catastrophe of September 11, 2001) in response to a public demand by Hooper that Pipes support his charge that CAIR has apologized for “killers such as Hamas . . . and Osama bin Laden.” The following is an extract from that document.

(1) CAIR was a coordinator of a press conference on May 10, 1996 protesting the extradition order of Mousa Abu Marzuk by Federal Judge Kevin Duffy (who concluded there was “probable cause” that Marzuk engaged in terrorism). I have a June 1996 copy of the “Newsletter of the Marzuk Legal Fund” detailing Nihad Awad’s comments on this topic. CAIR also signed a letter, reprinted in the same newsletter, protesting Judge Duffy’s extradition order as “anti-Islamic” and “anti-American.” Isn’t that apologizing for Hamas?

(2) As for Usama bin Ladin: When a billboard went up in California last year with the headline “the sworn enemy” next to a picture of Osama bin Laden, CAIR demanded the removal of the billboard as “offensive to Muslims.”

(3) Nor is this all. CAIR has issued alerts to defend several other individuals suspected by Federal authorities of being tied to Hamas. One example: Abdelheem Ashqar, who was jailed for contempt of court for refusing to testify before a grand jury about his knowledge of Hamas fundraising.

(4) CAIR officials have publicly denied that Hamas or other terrorist groups exist on American soil, despite repeated FBI confirmation of this in public testimonies and statements.

(5) CAIR listed the arrests of Mousa Abu Marzuk and Sheikh Omar Abdul Rahman [the blind sheikh who planned to blow up New York City landmarks] in its annual “hate crimes” survey, giving these as examples of “discrimination” toward Muslims.

(6) CAIR has defended the Islamic Association for Palestine, dubbed a “Hamas front” by Oliver Revell, a former top FBI official in charge of all counter-terrorism. (That defense is no surprise; according to the organization’s 1994 Articles of Incorporation, CAIR’s three incorporators were Nihad Awad--who worked at the time for the IAP--and two presidents of IAP, Omar Ahmed and Rafeeq Jaber.) The close connection between Hamas, IAP and CAIR reveals CAIR’s true purpose.

(7) In an interview with AOL after the African embassy bombings in August 1998, Hooper refused to condemn Usama bin Ladin; in fact, when asked to ascribe responsibility for bin Laden’s bombings and the U.S. counter-strikes, Hooper refused to answer, characterizing the events as a result of “misunderstandings on both sides.” Here’s the full statement by Hooper: “Well, I can’t speak to the specifics of the bombings and the counter-bombings but I believe a great deal of what happened is responsible due to misunderstandings on both sides and that much can be solved by dialogue and education.” Attributing bin Laden’s terrorist attacks to “misunderstandings” is a classic of terrorist apologics.
In a separate, more recent article in the *New York Post*, dated July 19, 2003, Pipes adds this additional information on CAIR.

“Nor does CAIR just excuse violence. Two of its former employees, Bassem Khafagi and Ismail Royer, have recently been arrested on charges related to terrorism. And a member of CAIR’s advisory board, Siraj Wahhaj, was named by the U.S. attorney as one of the ‘unindicted persons who may be alleged as co-conspirators’ in an attempted terrorist assault.”

Pipes, on the other hand, is a well known Islamic scholar with impeccable credentials. He is Director of the The Middle East Forum, a Philadelphia-based think tank that “works to define and promote America’s interests in the Middle East.” He holds an undergraduate degree and a PhD from Harvard University. He has taught at the University of Chicago, Harvard University, and the U.S. Naval War College. He also spent six years studying abroad, including three years in Egypt. He currently serves on the “Special Task Force on Terrorism and Technology” at the Department of State.

CAIR’s charges against Pipes are basically a tired, boiler plate repetition of the claims that the organization makes against any and all individuals and groups, both private and public, that have called for a vigorous governmental response to the threat posed against America by Islamists. Among other things, the organization says that he is an “Islamophobe” and that he holds “bigoted” and “pro-war” views.” And predictably, they pick and choose out-of-context snippets from his many books, scholarly writings, and newspaper columns to support their claim.

But anyone who paid attention to the confirmation hearings before the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions committee was quickly struck by the realization that this fight was not about whether Pipes is of good enough character to serve on the board of this largely ceremonial institute. Indeed, the fact that Senators Ted Kennedy, infamous for his gross indulgences, and Chris Dodd, Teddy’s skanking buddy from the good old days, took an active role in debating the question of character came close to reducing the entire proceeding to a farce.

The fact is that this fight, as everyone in the committee room knew, was about the conduct of the “other war on terror;” a war, as described above, which is being fought on the American side by a handful of people, like Pipes, who recognize that the danger stems not from a few individual terrorists, but from a large, well financed and politically well connected conglomeration of groups and individuals who share a common hatred for the United States.

The good news for the nation is that CAIR has lost the fight, and Pipes will go on the board of the United States Institute of Peace, where his extensive knowledge of militant Islam, the single greatest threat to peace in the world, will be put to good use.

The bad news for the nation is that this will be accomplished by a recess appointment because CAIR, one of the leading apologists for militant Islam in the United States, demonstrated convincingly that, despite its shameful public record, it had more than enough political clout in Washington to keep the nomination from being reported out of the committee.